Jeep grand cherokee wont crank

There are many different issues that can cause the problem. This article is written with the
assumption that you are looking for a way to get your Jeep Grand Cherokee started now, and is
meant to provide you with practical advice to help aid in the diagnosis. There are really two
main ways that a vehicle will not start. Just use the jump list below to move to your particular
situation. But, there are less things to troubleshoot than if it were cranking but will not start.
Here are some of the most common issues that cause a vehicle to not crank:. While the battery
cables are not necessarily the most likely issue to cause your Grand Cherokee to not start, they
are some of the easiest to diagnose. You can take a look at the battery poles where the cables
connect. If there appears to be green or white corrosion all around it, cleaning them may help
get you back on the road. If your battery no longer has enough charge to turn the starter, your
Grand Cherokee will not start. You can take your battery up to the local parts store, or even
Wal-Mart, and have it tested to see if it is still holding a charge. A bad alternator can cause your
battery to lose enough charge to start your Grand Cherokee. When a starter goes bad, they will
usually not give you much warning first. Also, if you are stuck somewhere and are trying to start
your Grand Cherokee, the old beat the starter with a hammer trick is not a wives tale. It really
can get that one last start out of it. There are a lot of issues that can cause your Grand Cherokee
to crank, but not start. The engine needs air, fuel, and a spark in order to run. It is highly likely
that if the engine is cranking, but not starting that it has thrown an OBDII code. It is definitely
worth it to use an OBDII scanner to check and see if the engine has thrown any trouble codes.
These codes will tell you what the computer is saying is wrong with your engine. By looking
them up on this site, or just Googling them in general will lead you to a detailed diagnosis of
that code. Without the proper amount of fuel getting into the combustion chamber, the Grand
Cherokee will crank, but not start. One of the biggest issues that causes a vehicle to crank but
not start is ignition issues. When there is no spark, the engine will not start. Ignition issues can
be caused by many things, including bad spark plugs , bad coil packs, bad plug wires,
computer issues, and more. The crankshaft sensor can go bad as well. When these sensors go
bad, it can be impossible for your Grand Cherokee to start. Most modern vehicles come with
smart keys that have electronic protection built in. This makes it more challenging for thieves to
steal them. There are occasions where this security system will cause the Grand Cherokee to
not start. There are a lot of issues that can cause your Grand Cherokee to not start. There are
many reasons that your Grand Cherokee may not start. Tracking them down can be downright
challenging. With enough time and patience, you can diagnose exactly what is wrong. Good
luck with the diagnosis. If there is anything that you would like to add, please leave a comment
below. Thank you. Battery Cables While the battery cables are not necessarily the most likely
issue to cause your Grand Cherokee to not start, they are some of the easiest to diagnose.
Battery Charge If your battery no longer has enough charge to turn the starter, your Grand
Cherokee will not start. Otherwise, it may be the starter that you need to look at. Ignition Issues
One of the biggest issues that causes a vehicle to crank but not start is ignition issues. Security
Most modern vehicles come with smart keys that have electronic protection built in. Other
Issues There are a lot of issues that can cause your Grand Cherokee to not start. I have had a
problem with my Jeep for several years, and I thought my puzzler might be a good contender for
your show. I own a Jeep Grand Cherokee, and I have had intermittent starting problems for the
past several years. Often, I can get it to start by putting it in neutral and having someone push it
back and forth a few times and then starting. What should I do!? And then I could come back 2
hours later, and it starts perfectly. Sounds like the starter or starter relay is becoming heat
sensitive. However, exactly what did your mechabic say? Neutral safety switch? If he did his
troubleshooting right, he dhouls knwo. The mechanic said something about the transmission
range sensor needing to be replaced which I think is the same thing as neutral safety switch?
Heat sensitivity is an interesting thought. Can you read a meter? More than likely the problem is
with the transmission range switch. This is a multifunction switch. It tells the computer what
gear the transmission is in, it turns on the back-up lights, and it prevents the starter from
operating unless the transmission is in park or neutral. Step on the brake pedal and shift the
transmission into neutral and then try starting the engine. If the engine starts then the problem
is with the transmission range switch. Thanks for all the suggestions! Tester , I tried the neutral
starting and it worked. I decided to give it a go and have the mechanic replace the neutral safety
switch. Did you have any more problems with the intermittent starting problem? Unbelievable
fix. Just today turned the ignition switch half way to on. Waited a second then turned it all the
way and now works every time. I have been having this same problem for the last year and a
half. Worked for a month. Same problem. New starter. Worked for a few months. New starter
relay fuse. Worked again. Stopped starting a few months later. They then replaced the ignition
block and switch. Repair guy came to the parking lot and I did a normal turn. He accidentally
turned it the new way and now it works every time. Kyle P. What do you mean by half way on?

Waiting for at least two dings, without touching the gas pedal, sometimes work. However has
not proved to be reliable. If I wait a while then it starts right up. Clueless as to what to check, or
what it could be. Any help pointing me in the right direction would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks in advance. An immediate fixâ€¦take out the starter relay in the fuse box in your engine
compartment and jump the the two terminals on the rightâ€¦the two that are verticalâ€¦not any
of the 3 horizontal knesâ€¦ it will make sense when you see it LOL. I am having this issue as
well. I thought it was the starter relay, but I replaced it and I am still having the same problem.
The starter, alternator, and battery are new. I do have other electrical issuesâ€¦for instance, my
horn doesnt work, but when this issue hapoensâ€¦ the girn wirksâ€¦ go figure lol. I am at a loss.
I am about ready to just run some wires to a switch in the cab to start it. This Jeep is turning
into a money pit. They go bad on Jeeps. Other times, it would start normally with first turn of
key! My Jeep would sometimes lose power while accelerating. I would pull over, turn key off and
restart it and it would drive fine. Good Luck! It happens at least onces or twice a week. Afraid
that it will leave me stranded. Any suggestions? That might void your warranty. Can you tell me
if you got this fixed? I picked up my Jeep Grand Cherokee today and this happened. Had a
friend that went through that with her , dealership after a year of troubles gave her a Other
thoughts are that a AutoZone may download any stored codes if there are any for free. Any
corrosion? Good solid connections? Could well be the neutral safety switch. Try shifting to N
from P a few times before starting. A no start condition, on your 4. Knowing that the cause of
the problem lies in these 3 specific areas will help you figure out what tests you need to perform
to find the faulty component and thus solve the problem. In this tutorial, which is a primer on
what can cause a cranks but does not start condition , I'll share some insights and tips, based
from my actual experience, that will help you narrow down your troubleshooting efforts. Before I
jump into the specifics of what causes a no start condition, I want to clarify the difference
between two common terms you'll see and hear as you diagnose the problem on your 4. Cranks
But Does Not Start Condition: In this type of condition, you turn the key and the engine in your
Jeep cranks turns over but it doesn't start run. The usual suspects, that can cause this type of
problem, are a bad fuel pump, bad crank sensor, bad ignition coil if your Jeep is distributor
equipped , etc. Does Not Crank Condition: Means that the engine is not cranking when you turn
the key to crank the engine. In other words, the engine doesn't turn over at all. This is usually
due to a bad starter motor, bad ignition switch, bad neutral safety switch, or the engine is
locked up. If your 4. As I mentioned at the beginning of this tutorial, a no start condition is
caused by a lack of one of 3 basic things. These three things are:. When your 4. It's as simple as
this! I know, I know, I may be over-simplifying it all but knowing that only one of three things is
missing really helps to put the problem into perspective! Also, knowing this means that when
your Jeep doesn't want to start More specifically, this means that troubleshooting the problem
requires that you check and confirm that:. OK, the list of possible things that can go wrong
looks pretty long but it is rare to see or have two different components go bad from two
separate systems at the same time. The cool thing is, is that there is a diagnostic strategy that
you can use to figure out exactly what's wrong with your particular no-start problem. Let's find
out more about it in the next subheading. Starter Motor Circuit Diagram 4. Power Distribution
Center 4. Then we met. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from
qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps
support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the
problem! Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles: Jeep 4. Applies To:. Jeep
Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! This is the fourth time this
vehicle is being towed to the dealership for repair. Once from the supermarket, once from a job
site, once from work and now from home again! I have had two starters and a new battery put in
the vehicle in the past two years. I have been charged for a diagnostic cost that has come up
with "no" problems indicated. These costs have not been reimbursed. I am without a vehicle
again for a problem they cannot determine. Seeking any suggestions. I've had the exact same
issues with starting the car. The radio and dashboard lights will turn on, but it won't start. My
dad also has a Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo V8, and his mechanic said it has something to do
with the keys and they won't register or something in the ignition. After, wiggling and jiggling
the keys in the ignition, it finally starts, but definitely a pain in the ass. The dealership says it's
hard to diagnose even though they billed me for diagnostics. The dealership starts by replacing
the battery and now the starter, neither was faulty. It's the wireless module but I cannot confirm
until next Monday when the work is done. After reading the history online I am extremely
unhappy that the dealer stuck it to me, this is a widely known issue and the dealers know what
the problems are. Why has the - been recalled, the have the same issue, Chrysler was using
faulty parts in their electrical. This is absolute craziness that any car manufacturer would put
their customers through this. Update from Oct 12, : Replaced ignition module no issues yet. I

was driving along on the highway about 65 mph and all of a sudden the engine light oil light and
the Electronic Throttle Control ETC Warning Light all came on in that order and the engine just
died.. No safe place to park and no power steering but was able to get it in a driveway off the
road.. It would crank but not turn over.. Called Chrysler to see if it had any recalls and they said
there were none. Then had it scanned read P camshaft sensor had that replaced still did not
work.. The mechanic called two days later and said that it was the TIPM module and had it
towed over to the dealership.. He said he had to dig to find the recall and that my Jeep was
manufactured in Februrary and it falls into the recall.. It is now at the dealership and I am
awaiting their phone call. Same thing. Shut car off and after a few minutes, it would not start
again. Came out and car wouldn't start. Dealer advised it needed a starter. Took vehicle to work
and parked in the shop. When I went to leave on Friday, vehicle would not start again. Dealer
advised the "new" starter was bad and installed another new starter. Dealer advised there were
no other issues with the vehicle. So we shall see if there are any additional issues and advise.
Came out of store and car would not start. Tried remote start, key start and nothing. After 10 or
15 min of trying this, it finally started. This is the second time this has happened and I have
been told by some people including mechanics that the problem will only get worse. No
explanation for the Jeep not starting. Enough juice to run dash lights, not enough to start
motor. Mechanic husband and mechanic son worked on it for hours cleaning terminal end and
checking starter, wiring, terminal end, fuses, and battery. No clear problem. They left the battery
charger on it, starts again, least for today. And a lovely Good Morning no we aren't starting
again to me! Jeep wouldn't start again. Know that it isn't the battery, but we are replacing it
anyway. It's only money, right! Again, get home from work, go in the house and come out to
leave again and nope. Battery has enough juice to run the dash lights but not enough to start.
Jeep just randomly decides it doesn't want to start. Had to jump it and took it back to
dealership. They reported it was fine, couldn't see or validate the issue. Took the car to a car
wash, they moved it several times as they did some work on it. I got in and it wouldn't start.
After an hour and a half and no one able to get it to start, I called a tow truck. We towed to my
mechanic. I tried one more time to start it before I left it. NO GO. Next morning the mechanic
tells me it started just fine. Some investigation leads me to believe it could be the TIPM that
folks all over the Net complain about. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common
Solutions: not sure 9 reports ignition module 1 reports replace starter 1 reports replace TIPM
module 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Grand Cherokee
problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Jeep mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area.
Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. I just bought this
vehicle and it won't crank with the key, but I can cross the starter out and crank it but it will only
run for few seconds then cuts off. I checked all fuses and relays and connections all the gauges
seem to be working. There's a flashing round light with a line through it with a key image that
flashes on the dash. Don't know if that might have anything to do with it or not. If someone
could help me I sure appreciate it. Do you. I attached the description and diagram for this.
However, as you can see in the chart that when this light is flashing, it means the key is the
issue. If you don't have a known good key then you will need a scan tool to program another
key or have the system evaluated to see what is wrong with it. Please let me know if you have
other questions. I will be happy to assist how I can. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. I
have a Jeep Grand Cherokee that won't start. It seems like a battery issue, but I wanted to make
sure. When I turn the key, it doesn't crank, but I can hear a clicking from the interior fuse box,
and I can hear the starter. Also, when the key is in the ON position, the gauges are moving.
Does this sound battery related? My battery and starter is good. My GCL will turn over and all
the lights on the dashes will turn on but it won t crank. Took the starter out and tested it at auto
zone and it came good. Changed the starter relay and I hear a click whenever my son tries to
start it. I tried to manually start it by giving power from the negative terminal to the solenoid
directly but it didn t crank also. Please help me. Hello, Can you try to crank the engine over with
the car in neutral please? Please let us know what you find. We are interested to see what it is.
Drove car home. Parked for fifteen minutes car wouldn't start. Dash lights and radio work.
Ignition switch makes no noise. No clicking sound at all. Hello, This could be a problem with
your battery. Could you take a voltage reading across your battery terminals for us? You will
need to use a multi-meter to do this. Please get back to us with what you are able to find out. I
have a Jeep Grand Cherokee Larado that will not start. When I turn the key it will make a single
click sound and nothing else. For about a month it has been kind of hesitant to start. All my
lights, radio, power window and locks all work. Could it be the starter even though it was
replaced about 2 years ago? Yes it can be the starter. Have you checked the battery yet? Do you

have a multimeter? Thats a gm vechile that has a different color trigger wire then the jeep also
other differences. If the battery is good also if your battery cables are clean and tight. Also if its
the starter making the clicking sound see if you have battery voltage to the light green wire at
the starter with the key in the start position? I found the problem. It was a loose wire close to
the starter that I wouldn't have found if it wasn't for your spit in your face drill sergeant
treatment that I ultimately needed. Thanks again. Everything else comes on, but it doesn't even
make a clicking noise like it's trying to turn over. This doesn't always happen though.
Sometimes it will start on right off the bat without any problems, but other times, I have to
release the key, press on the break and then it will start. The other day, it wouldn't start for 45
minutes. I went back to work, and 5 hours later, it started right up on the first try when I tried
again. The engine runs fine once you get it started. The next time this happens, shift to neutral,
then try to crank the engine. The starter can be bad as well this guide will help us confirm the
issue. When I turn the ignition nothing happens I have no power going from ignition switch to
solenoid but I can cross solenoid over and it will start right up-I changed fuse under hood and
changed starter relay under the hood and still will not start by turning the key. I put a wire in
park neutral switch to by pass it and still will not start by turning the key. Can you help me out
please when I turn the key on dash lights up and radio plays, windows work, it just will not turn
over of the key. Try a security system reset, see link. Sorry forgot to tell you I tried the security
system to see if that would work,
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but it never helped. I am really thinking it has something to do with the ignition switch, but
every thing lights up and works when I turn the key. It just will not crank and start. Thanks Was
this answer. Like most Chrysler products the start system goes through the TPIM module which
can be bad and a mechanic will have to scan for codes for that as auto parts cannot scan TPIM
modules. I screenshot your Starting System diagram in "Prodemand" It took two shots, I
insured they overlapped. I circled, in yellow, some other things you might check out Let us
know how it is going. Two diagrams below The Medic Images Click to enlarge. Please login or
register to post a reply. Starter Not Working Correctly? When your engine is not cranking
turning over it will be mainly due to three separate areas, first it could be the battery, cables or
poor connection, next is the starter No Starter Operation? Engine Not Cranking - Starter? The
Battery Is Good. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

